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The 1.0 version is a limited-time special edition, and I am releasing 2.0 which is a stable version. -Elaborately designed 6 two-way maps with greater landscape and aesthetics. -A new sequel of the first version of -Drifters are easily to be removed by towers. -The damage to towers can be amplified. -The action of each tower can be customized. -You can
choose which towers are deployed to fight mobs. -A new song is embedded in the game. -The sounds of the towers can be randomly affected. -You can add or delete upgrade towers regardless of the game running or pausing. -The game can be started directly from the map or through multibox. -You can add as much as you want upgrades for your
towers. -The game can also be upgraded to play on the mobile phone. -Tower shape is also customizable. -You can customize the doors and gun in each tower. -You can customize the color of the road and tower. -The whole game takes place in the Medieval period, so it is accessible for everyone. -You can choose as many towers as you want in the
custom tower. -Consumables such as missiles, upgrades and tower money can be purchased from the shop. -You can turn off the sound of the tower with custom volume. -The sound of the surrounding is affected by the tower. -The research point of the towers can be set as a function of time. -The number of towers that can be started at the same time
can be changed. -The travel time between towers can be changed. -You can add or delete upgrade towers regardless of the game running or pausing. -The game can also be upgraded to play on the mobile phone. -You can add as many upgrades as you want to your towers. -You can also add as many towers as you want in the custom tower. -You can
customize the shape of the towers. -You can also customize the color of the tower. -The whole game takes place in the Medieval period, so it is accessible for everyone. -You can choose as many upgrades as you want in the Tower Upgrade menu. -You can see the effects of each upgrade on the hover display. -You can see the levels of upgrades on
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DreamPusher Features Key:
Free Space Adventure Game
Exclusive Minigames
Awesome Game Music
Broadcast

Players can interact with the other players and environment. The users can also build their space farm/habitation and share their life with their friends. 

Equipment include:

12 Planetary Seeds
Omniscope
Building Workshop

Playful clones from Black Hole poster creators. Camera-enabled Dalmatian doesn’t seem much to be sad about his current condition. He likes watching the spaceship fly ever so fast while watching endless region rockets heading on course from Big Bang. He wishes to inquire if someone wants to go for a stroll around the space. On the other hand, he remembers
having to go to the clinic because of an abortive attempt to amputate one of his rear paws. Every now and then he hears a few loud laughs or some loud music coming from the other gamers. 
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